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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in the study of nonequilibrium sys-

tems. The states of systems at thermal equilibrium, are a priori given by the Boltzmann-

Gibbs distribution i.e. there is an energy functionE(C) associated to every possible

configurationC of the system and each configurationC has a weight proportional toexp[�E(C)=kBT ℄, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the temperature of the

system. Then all the thermodynamic quantities are obtain byaveraging over all the config-

urations with respective weights. However, in nature thereexist a wide variety of systems,

which are not in thermal equilibrium. The probabilities of different states of these systems

are not given by the Gibbs distribution, but are determined by the underlying microscopic

dynamical processes, and are often hard to determine due to lack of a general framework.

An important class consists of nonequilibrium systems, which when driven by slowly

varying external forcing, relax through avalanche-like dynamics in response to the exter-

nal perturbations. Examples include sand or rice piles, forest fires, earthquakes, vortices

in dirty type II superconductors, solid on solid friction, moving of interfaces in random

media, disordered ferromagnets and many others (see Jensen1998, chap. 3). Depending

on the system, the avalanche is characterized by different physical quantities. For exam-

ple, in sand piles the system is driven by slowly adding sand grains to the system and the

avalanche is characterized by the number of sand grains displaced after adding a single

grain or the lifetime of the avalanche. In earthquakes, it isthe energy release and in case of

ferromagnets it is the size of the domain that flips. The avalanches occurs in various sizes

in a random sequence, and one is generally interested in the distribution of the avalanche

sizes.

What is common in all the systems mentioned above is the existence of threshold and

multiple metastable states i.e. if the applied external force is less than a critical value the

system does not response and when the force exceeds the critical value the system passes

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

from one metastable state to another. Due to existence of multiple metastable states, the

state of a system at a given time depends on the history of evolution (path along which

the system is evolving in configuration space) and systems exhibit hysteresis in the zero

frequency limit of external forcingy.
In this thesis, we study a spin model in the presence of disorder, called random field

Ising model, introduced by Sethna et al. (1993) in the context of Barkhausen noise and

hysteresis in disordered ferromagnets. In this model, as the external field increases, the

magnetization increases as groups of spins flip up together.The dynamics is governed

by the existence of many metastable states, with large energy barriers separating different

metastable states. We hope that this study of non-equilibrium response in this model would

help in the more general problem of understanding the statistical mechanics of metastable

states in glassy systems.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. section 1.1 contains a brief re-

view of theoretical studies of hysteresis in ferromagnets.In section 1.2, we briefly discuss

Barkhausen effect. In section 1.3, we define the random field Ising model with zero tem-

perature dynamics, and discuss some earlier results. In section 1.4, we discuss some of

the equilibrium properties of random field Ising model. Section 1.5 gives an outline of the

remaining chapters.

1.1 Hysteresis in ferromagnets

The studies of hysteresis in magnetic materials has been there in various branches of sci-

ence, for a long time (see Bertotti 1998). Apart from the intellectual interest, it also has

wide range of technological applications, from designing transformer cores to memory

devices.

Physicists have been looking for a convincing general theory to interpret the phe-

nomenon of hysteresis in magnets since the time of Rayleigh (1887), who gave the first

phenomenological theory where the experimental magnetization curves at small field were

approximated by parabolas. Starting from the demagnetization state (zero magnetization

in the absence of external field), the magnetizationsM� at small fields�h, are expressedySystems also show hysteresis under periodic forcing. For example, when a ferromagnet is placed in

oscillation field, the magnetization lags behind its instantaneous equilibriumvalue and gives rise to hysteresis

loop. But the area of the hysteresis loop tends to zero in the zero frequency limit of the driving field (Dhar

and Thomas 1992)
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Figure 1.1: Rayleigh hysteresis loop

as M� = ah� bh2; (1.1a)

and when the field is cycled between small�Hmax, the lower and the upper curves of the

hysteresis loop are represented byM� = (a+ bHmax)h� 12b(h2 �H2
max): (1.1b)

In Fig. 1.1, we have shown the magnetization curves startingfrom the demagnetization

state given by Eq. (1.1a) and the Rayleigh hysteresis loop given by Eq. (1.1b).

In Weiss’s (1907) theory of ferromagnetism, he postulated the existence of a powerful

internal “molecular field” in ferromagnet materials, whichwould tend to tries to align the

magnetic moments along one direction. It agrees with some ofthe experimental cases

where it is possible to attain a large saturation magnetization by the application of a very

weak magnetic field [see Fig. 1.2]. However, it did not explain the fact that, it is also

possible for the magnetization to be zero (or nearly zero) inthe absence of a magnetic field.
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Figure 1.2: Magnetization curve of single crystal of silicon iron. (Williams and Shockley 1949).

Weiss further made an assumption that, a ferromagnet can be subdivided into regions called

magnetic domains. In each individual domain, the the magnetic moments are aligned along

the molecular field, but the orientation of the spontaneous magnetizations in each domain

distributed randomly inside the sample and hence the resultant magnetization could be zero

in the absence of a external field, even at very low temperature. If a external field is applied

opposite to the magnetization direction, a domain reversesthe direction of magnetization

when the external field exceeds a critical valueH. Therefore, if a gradually increasing

external field is applied, domains whose magnetization vectors are at an angle(�� �) with

the external field, will suddenly reverse direction when theexternal field exceedsH= os �.
This results a finite bulk magnetization for external fieldh > H. A comprehensive review
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of the physical principles of domain theory and of the crucial experiments which bear

directly on the foundation of the subject, may be found in an article by Kittel (1949).

Preisach (1935) introduced a modified domain model, in whichhe assumed that mate-

rial is composed of many small domains and each of them possesses a rectangular hystere-

sis loop. The interaction between domains are represented by a local field acting on each

domain. Thus each domain has two different coercive fields� and� for the increasing

and decreasing branches respectively. The ensemble of domains is then described by the

distribution functionP (�; �) of the values of� and� and hysteresis loops are obtained by

taking the weighted sum of magnetization in all the domains.

Sethna et al. (1993) proposed the random field Ising model with the zero temperature

dynamics as a simple theoretical model for the Barkhausen noise and hysteresis in dis-

ordered ferromagnets. In this model, magnetic domains are represented by Ising spins

(si = �1) and the external field is coupled to these spin. In contrast to the Preisach

model of hysteresis, where interactions between the individual hysteresis units (domains)

are ignored, in the random field Ising model the spins interact ferromagnetically with their

neighbors. The homogeneities and disorder in materials aremodeled by introducing a un-

correlated random field acting on each domain, chosen at random from some distribution.

Since the domains interact ferromagnetically, flipping of adomain at some external field

may force the neighboring domains to flip as well in the same direction, thus leading to an

avalanche of domain flips, which is analogue of a Barkhausen pulse in real magnets (for a

comparison, see Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6).

In the models discussed above, the hysteresis does not depends on the rate at which the

external field is varied i.e. relaxation time from one metastable state to another is much

larger to the rate at which the system is driving. In contrast, there are also other models

studied in the context of rate-dependent hysteresis, wherethe system exhibits hysteresis

only when it is driven at a finite rate (see Chakrabarti and Acharyya 1999, for a recent

review). Hysteresis in theN -vector model was widely studied by many authors (Rao

et al. 1990, Dhar and Thomas 1992, 1993, Somoza and Desai 1993). It was shown that

in all dimensionsd > 2, for N � 2 at low frequency! and low amplitudeH0 of the

driving field the area of the hysteresis loop scales as(H0!)1=2 with logarithmic corrections.

At high frequencies the area varies asH20=!. For anyH0, there is a dynamical phase

transition separating these two frequency regimes. Above the critical frequency!(H0), the

hysteresis loop does not posses inversion symmetry. Using the nucleation theory Dhar and

Thomas (1993) showed that forN = 1 andd > 1, the area of the hysteresis loop scales asjT ln(H0!)j�1=(d�1) for ! � H0.
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1.2 Barkhausen effect

The first evidence for the existence of ferromagnetic domains was from an experiment

by Barkhausen (1919). His experiment consists in amplifying the voltage induced in a

secondary pick-up coil wound around a ferromagnetic sample, while the sample is being

magnetized by a continuous variation of external magnetic field [Fig. 1.3]. He observed a

noise induced in the pick-up coil, corresponds to a sudden, discontinuous jumps in magne-

tization [Fig. 1.4]. These jumps are interpreted as discrete changes in the size or rotation

of ferromagnetic domains. An elementary introduction of the Barkhausen effect may be

found in the textbook by Feynman et al. (1977).

Figure 1.3: Barkhausen effect

In the recent years, there has been a great interest in the study of the statistical prop-

erties of the Barkhausen noise. A typical train of barkhausen noise signals observed in

experiments is shown in Fig. 1.5. Three basic physical quantities that describe a single

Barkhausen noise signal in an experiment, are signal duration, area of the signal and the

energy released during the signal occurrence. It is observed that distribution of these quan-

tities follow power law over a few decades with a cut-off as shown in Fig. 1.7 (see Spaso-

jević et al. 1996, and references therein). This power law tail in the Barkhausen avalanche

distribution was interpreted by Cote and Meisel (1991) as anexample ofself-organized
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Figure 1.4: Barkhausen jumps

criticalityy. But Perković et al. (1995) have argued that large bursts are exponentially rare,

and the approximate power-law tail of the observed distribution comes from crossover ef-

fects due to nearness of a critical point.

Barkhausen effect is also widely used as a noninvasive material characterization tech-

nique for ferromagnetic materials (see Sipahi 1994, for an overview).

1.3 Hysteresis in random field Ising model

The nonequilibrium random field Ising model was proposed by Sethna et al. (1993) as a

model for Barkhausen noise and hysteresis in ferromagnets.The model is defined on a

lattice. At each lattice sitei, there is a Ising spinsi = �1, which interacts with nearest

neighbors through a ferromagnetic exchange interaction (J > 0). Spinsfsig are coupled

to the on-site quenched random magnetic fieldhi and the external fieldh. The Hamiltonian

of the system is given byH = �JXhi;ji sisj �Xi hisi � hXi si; (1.2)

wherehi; ji denotes that the sum runs over nearest neighbor pairs of spins on sitesi andj. We assume thatfhig are quenched independent identically distributed random variablesyIn self-organized critically, systems exhibit critical behavior (power law correlations), without fine tun-

ing any parameter (for an overview, see: Dhar 1999, Jensen 1998, Bak 1997).
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Figure 1.5: An example of experimental Barkhausen signal (voltage pulse produce from a pickup

coil around a ferromagnet subjected to a slowly varying applied field) (Urbach et al. 1995).

Time (steps)
Avalanhe
sizes

1900180017001600150014001300

7006005004003002001000
Figure 1.6: Time series of the avalanches (the number of spin flips at a given field) in the random

field Ising model on a square lattice of size200� 200. From one avalanche to the next avalanche is

considered as one time step.
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Figure 1.7: Experimental data for the distribution of Barkhausen signal durations, areas and ener-

gies (Spasojević et al. 1996).
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with the probability that the value of the random field at sitei lies betweenhi andhi + dhi
being�(hi) dhi.

When the external field is changed, the system relaxes to a stable spin configuration

through zero-temperature Glauber single-spin-flip dynamics (Kawasaki 1972, see), which

is specified by the transition rates

Rate[si ! �si℄ = (� if �E � 00 otherwise
(1.3)

where�E is the change of energy in the system as a result of the spin flip. Therefore, a

spin-flip is allowed only if the process lowers energy. We assume that the external field

is increased adiabatically, i.e.� � !, the rate at which the magnetic fieldh is increased.

Thus if the spin-flip is allowed, it relax instantly, so that the spinsi in a stable configuration

is parallel to the net local field̀i at the site:si = sign(`i) = sign

0�J zXj=1 sj + hi + h1A : (1.4)

Note that the limit!=� ! 0 is taken after the limitT ! 0. If the limits are taken in

the reverse order, the state of the the system at eachh, is the equilibrium state for all finiteT and the hysteresis loop area goes to zero.

We start withh = �1, when all spins are down and slowly increaseh. As we increaseh, some sites where the quenched random field is large positivewill find the net local

field positive, and the spin at that site will flip up. Flippinga spin makes the local field

at neighboring sites increase, and in turn may cause them to flip. Thus, the spins flip in

clusters of variable sizes. If increasingh by a very small amount causess spins to flip

up together, we shall call this event an avalanche of sizes. As the applied field increases,

more and more spins flip up until eventually all spins are up, and further increase inh has

no effect.

As an illustrative example, consider a four by four square lattice with periodic bound-

ary condition and a particular realization of quenched random fields, which is shown in

Fig. 1.8(a). We setJ = 1. Now start withh = �1, when all spins are down [Fig. 1.8(b)]

and slowly increase it. A spin withm up neighbors, flips up ath, if the quenched random

field at the particular sitehi > 4� 2m�h. Therefore, when the external field just exceeds

the value1:1, the local field at the site wherehi = 2:9, becomes positive and the spin at

that site flips up. This increases the local fields at its neighboring sites by2J and as a result

spins at some of these sites flip up [Fig. 1.8(c)]. These process continues till there is no

more sites where the local field is positive at that external field. In the figure, we denote
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�0:7 �2:0 �0:8 0:21:4 0:7 2:9 1:6�0:4 1:7 2:8 �6:5�5:2 1:0 �5:6 0:1
(a) (b) h = �1 (c) h = 1:1+

(d) h = 1:8+ (e)h = 1:9+ (f) h = 2:5+
(g)1 2 3 4
(h)

h
Magnet
ization

3:02:52:01:51:00:5

1:0
0:5
0:0
�0:5
�1:0

(i)

Figure 1.8: (a) Quenched random fields at various sites. (b) - (f) Stable spin configurations at

various external fields. The black spins are inactive spins at that particular field and the colored

spins are part of the avalanche. The colors specify the orderin which spins flip during the avalanche.

(g) Clusters of spins, which flip during one avalanche. (h) Color map showing the order of events.

(i) Magnetization curve, corresponding to evolution.
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active spins with different color according to order at which they flip during the avalanche.

As shown in Fig. 1.8(b) - (f), the system passes from one stable configuration to another,

as the external field is increased, till all the spins in the system flip up. In Fig. 1.8(g), we

show the different clusters of spins, which flip at differentfields. Fig. 1.8(i) shows the

corresponding magnetization.

Sethna et al. (1993) studied the model with the infinite-range interaction (mean field

theory), where every spin is coupled to allN other spins with couplingJ=N . They found

that there exists a critical value of disorder� (which in the case of a Gaussian distribution

of random fields is= q(2=�)J ), below which the hysteresis curve displays a jump due

to an infinite avalanche of spin flips, which spans the system.Above the critical disorder

systems show smooth magnetization curve without macroscopic jumps. However, this

mean field theory does not show any hysteresis for disorder� � �. Dahmen and Sethna

(1993, 1996) studied the hysteresis loop critical exponents expanding about mean field

theory in6�� dimensions. A power-low distribution with avalanche of allsizes is seen only

at the critical value of the disorder. However, the numerical simulations by Perković et al.

(1995) indicate that the critical region is remarkably large: almost three decades of power-

law scaling in the avalanche size distribution remain when measured 40% away from the

critical point. Therefore, they argued that several decades of scaling seen in experiments

need not be self-organized criticality, as many of the samples might have disorders within

40% of the critical value.

Interestingly the model can be solved exactly on a Bethe lattice for the magnetization

on the hysteresis curve for arbitrary distribution of random fields (Dhar et al. 1997). In

contrast to the infinite-ranged mean field theory, the calculation on Bethe lattice shows

hysteresis even for large disorder. Another interesting result of the Bethe lattice calculation

is that, the first order jump in the magnetization disappear for coordination number of the

lattice less than 4. Only for coordination number 4 and above, there exists a critical value

of disorder below which there is a jump discontinuity in the magnetization.

1.4 Equilibrium properties of random field Ising model

In this thesis we are interested in the nonequilibrium properties of the random field Ising

model. However, it is useful to recall the equilibrium properties of this model, which

has been an important problem in statistical physics for a long time. This model has a
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number of interesting realization in nature. A recent review of earlier work on this model

may be found in an article by Nattermann (1998). This model was first studied by Imry

and Ma (1975), in the context of possible destruction of long-range order by arbitrarily

weak quenched disorder. The pure Ising model with nearest neighbor interactionH0 =�JPhi;ji sisj , is known to have a ferromagnetically ordered phase in all dimensionsd > 1.

When the random field term�Phisi is introduced, it acts against the order. Imry and Ma

(1975) argued that arbitrarily weak disorder destroys long-ranged ferromagnetic order in

dimensionsd � 2. The argument goes as follows:

L

Figure 1.9: Domain of reverse spins.

If we consider a domain of reverse spins [Fig. 1.9], of linearsize� L, the domain wall

energy is� Ld�1. However, according to the central limit theorem, if the random field

has short-range spatial correlations, the fluctuation in the magnetic field energy in such

domains is� Ld=2. Thus, by splitting into domains of sizeL, the system will gain bulk

energy ofO(Ld=2) per domain, and loose a surface energy a surface energy ofO(Ld�1)
per domain. Thus, wheneverd � 2, there will exists a large enoughL, for an arbitrarily

small random field, where it will become energetically favorable to the system to break

into domains of that size.

The argument by Imry and Ma (1975) suggests that thelower critical dimensiony isdl � 2, rather thandl = 2, because other mechanisms could destroy long-range order

in higher dimensions. It is widely believed that theupper critical dimensionz is du = 6,

instead ofdu = 4 for the pure Ising system. However, whether the lower critical dimensiondl = 2 or dl = 3, was a matter of a long controversy, but has now been established thatyThe dimension below which long-range ferromagnetic order cannot exist.zThe dimension above which the critical exponents are those of the Gaussian fixed point.
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exhibits long-range order at zero temperature. Aizenmann and Wehr (1989) rigorously

proved uniqueness of the Gibbs state ind = 2, i.e. absence of any phase transition, in

agreement with the Imry-Ma prediction.

As far as an exact calculation of thermodynamic quantities is concerned, there are only

a few results. For example, Bruinsma (1984) studied the random field Ising model on a

Bethe lattice in the absence of an external field and for a bivariate random field distribu-

tion. There are no known exact results for the average free energy or magnetization, for a

continuous distribution of random field, even at zero temperature and in zero applied field.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

In this thesis, we study the nonequilibrium ferromagnetic random field Ising model with

zero temperature Glauber single flip dynamics. The remaining chapters of the thesis are

organized as follows:

In chapter 2, we discuss some special properties of the modelthat makes the analytical

treatments possible. We briefly recapitulate the derivation of self-consistent equations for

the magnetization in the model.

In chapter 3, we use a similar argument to construct the generating function for the

avalanche distribution for arbitrary distribution of the quenched random field. In sec-

tion 3.2, we consider the special case of a rectangular distribution of the random field.

In this case, we explicitly calculate the probability distribution of avalanches, for the for

Bethe lattices with coordination numbersz = 2 and3. In section 3.3, we analyse the self-

consistent equations to determine the form of the avalanchedistribution for some general

unimodal continuous distributions of the random field. In chapter 4, we derive the self-

consistent equations for the magnetization on minor hysteresis loops on a Bethe lattice,

when the external field is varying cyclically with decreasing magnitudes. We also discuss

some properties of stable configurations, when the externalfield is varying.

In chapter 5, we study the model with an asymmetric distribution of quenched fields,

in the limit of low disorder in two and three dimensions. We relate the spin flip process to

bootstrap percolation, and find nontrivial dependence of the coercive field on the coordina-

tion number of the lattice.

Chapter 6 contains a discussion of our results, and some concluding remarks.
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Some algebraic details of the analytical solution for the distribution of avalanche sizes,

for the rectangular distribution of quenched fields on Bethelattice are relegated to ap-

pendix A.

Part of this work has appeared in journals as refereed papers. Though it is mostly a

repetition of the material presented in chapter 3 and chapter 5, for the convenience of the

reader, we have reproduced these papers as an appendix (reprints) to this thesis.



Chapter 2

Earlier exact results on hysteresis

in random field Ising model

The difficulty of solving various mathematical equations describing actual physical situa-

tions leads to various approximation methods. These approximation method can be clas-

sified into two categories: One in which the approximation ismade in the mathematical

equations itself and another in which the physical system issimplified. Into the second

category fall many lattice model systems. Again in higher dimensions the lattices contain

closed circuits which makes the model difficult to solve. Thus, one considers the problem

in the mean-field theory, where the underlying lattice structure becomes irrelevant or on a

different lattice where it can be solved exactly. Bethe lattice or Cayley tree is one in which

there is no circuits at all which makes the model easier to solve. The simplicity of the

lattice motivates one to study various systems on a Bethe lattice.

In this chapter we briefly discuss derivation of hysteresis curve in the random field

Ising model in the mean field theory (infinite-range interaction) and on the Bethe lattice.

In sections 2.1 and 2.2 we discuss two properties of zero temperature random field Ising

model, namely thereturn point memory effectand theabelian nature of spin-flips, which is

used to set up self-consistent equation to determine magnetization on the Bethe lattice and

later in other chapters.

2.1 Return point memory

Sethna et al. (1993) showed that the RFIM exhibits the following return point memory

effect: Suppose we start withh = �1, and all spins down att = 0. Now we change

the field slowly with time, in such a way thath(t) � h(T ), for all timest < T . Then

16
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Figure 2.1: (a) change of external field with time. (b) magnetization curve vs. external field given

by (a). When the external field returns to the previous extremal value, the magnetization returns to

the value at that field i.e.M(h(t1)) = M(h(t2)).
the configuration of spins at the final instantt = T does not depend on the detailed time

dependence ofh(t), and is the same for all histories, so long as the conditionh(t) � h(T )
for all earlier times is obeyed. In particular, if the maximum valueh(T ) of the field was

reached at an earlier timet1, then the configuration (and hence the magnetization) at timeT is exactly the same as that at timet1 [Fig. 2.1].

Consider two spin configurationsCfs1; s2; : : : ; sng andC 0fs01; s02; : : : ; s0ng. If si � s0i
for each sitei, the configurationsC andC 0 are called partially ordered,C � C 0. Let two

configurationsC(t) andC 0(t) be evolve under the fieldh(t) andh0(t) respectively. Suppose

the initial configurationsC(0) andC 0(0) are partially ordered such thatC(0) � C 0(0)
and the fields satisfyh(t) � h0(t). Then if a spins0i(t) is up in configurationC 0(t), the

corresponding spinsi(t) in configurationC(t) must be up, since the local field̀i(t) inC(t) can not be less thaǹ0i(t) in C 0(t). Therefore the configurationsC(t) andC 0(t) will

always remain partially ordered,C(t) � C 0(t). This is the no passing property of the

system. An earlier treatment of “no passing” rule was given by Middleton (1992) in the

context of charged-density waves.

Let us consider the Fig. 2.2. The configurationA is reached by increasing the field from

a lower value toh1. On increasing the field monotonically fromh1 to h2, configurationB
is reached. Naturally, the configurationsA andB are partially ordered such thatB � A: (2.1a)
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Figure 2.2: Partial ordering between configurations, when the field is (1) increased fromh1 to h2,
(2) then decreased fromh2 toh1, (3) again increased fromh1 to h2.
Similarly when the field is decreased monotonically fromh2 to h1, partial ordering exists

between the configurationB and the final configurationC such thatC � B: (2.1b)

Since during the evolution fromA toC, the fieldh(t) satisfiesh(t) � h1,C � A: (2.1c)

Now suppose the configurationC evolve to a configurationD when the field is again

increased monotonically fromh1 toh2. Since the partial ordering is preserved by dynamics,

from Eq. (2.1b), D � B; (2.1d)

and from Eq. (2.1c), D � B; (2.1e)

asA evolves toB, when the field is increased fromh1 toh2. From Eq. (2.1d) and Eq. (2.1e),

we must have D = B; (2.1f)
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i.e. the system returns exactly to the same earlier configuration, when the field is decreased

from a maximum valueh2 and then increased to the same value. The same memory effect

extends to subcycles within the cycles and so on.

2.2 Abelian property

Because of the previous property, we may choose to increase the field suddenly from�1
to h(T ) in a single step. Then, once the field becomesh = h(T ), several spins would have

positive local fields. Suppose there are two or more such flippable sites. Then flipping any

one of them up can only increase the local field at other unstable sites, as all couplings are

ferromagnetic. Thus to reach a stable configuration, all such spins have to be flipped, and

the final stable configuration reached is the same, and independent of the order in which

various spins are relaxed. This is theabelian propertyof relaxation (Dhar et al. 1997).

Using the symmetry between up and down spins, it is easy to seethat the abelian property

also holds whether the new value of fieldh00 is greater or less than its initial valueh0 so

long as one considers transition from a stable configurationat h0 to a stable configuration

ath00.
2.3 Hysteresis in the infinite-range interaction model

In this section, we will briefly discuss the results obtainedby Sethna et al. (1993), on the

hysteresis in the random field Ising model with infinite-range interaction. In this mean field

theory, every spin is coupled to allN other spins with couplingJ=N . The Hamiltonian is

given by H = � JN  Xi si!2 � hXi si �Xi hisi: (2.2a)

Now the interaction of a spin with other spins is replaced by its interaction with the mag-

netizationM(h) of the system. The Hamiltonian then takes the formH = �Xi (JM + h+ hi)si; (2.2b)

i.e. the effective local field at site isJM + h + hi. The spin at this site will flip up if

this field is positive i.e. the quenched random fieldhi at this site exceeds�JM � h. This
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happens with probability Z 1�JM(h)�h �(hi) dhi:
Therefore, the average magnetization satisfies the self-consistent equationM(h) = 2 Z 1�JM(h)�h �(hi) dhi � 1: (2.3)

Note that, for symmetric distributions of random fields,M(0) = 0 is the trivial solution ath = 0. Now, if M(0) = 0 is the only solution ath = 0, then there is no hysteresis. To

have other nontrivial solutions forM(0), the slope of the expression on the right hand side

of Eq. (2.3), as a function ofM(0) must be greater than unity atM(0) = 0. At h = 0
and nearM(0) = 0, the right hand side of Eq. (2.3) can be approximated as2M(0)J�(0).
Therefore, the condition that the Eq. (2.3) to has multi-valued solution is�(0) � 12J : (2.4)

This condition corresponds to a critical disorder strength� (width of the random field

distribution), above which there is no hysteresis i.e. the magnetization follows the same

curve in the increasing and decreasing field. Below�, the magnetization curves in the

increasing and decreasing field are different nearh = 0, i.e. the system exhibits hysteresis.

Moreover, there is a critical field, where the magnetizationjumps from one solution to

another one. In a specific case, where the random field distribution is Gaussian,�(hi) = 1p2�� exp � h2i2�2! ; (2.5)

using the condition given by Eq. (2.4), the critical value ofdisorder is obtained as� = q(2=�)J: (2.6)

Figure 2.3 shows the magnetization curves for this mean-field at various values of disorder� < �, � = � and� > � for Gaussian distribution of random fields. Note that

hysteresis and jump in the magnetization exist only below a critical disorder [Fig. 2.5(c)].

Sethna et al. have studied in detail the case of critical disorder, and the power-law

divergence of various quantities at this critical point. The special value of disorder does

not seem to be particularly important and we shall not discuss it here.

2.4 Hysteresis on the Bethe lattice

The shortcoming of the treatment discussed in the previous section is that the pair couplings

are weak and no correlations and short-range order. One can keep mean field theory, but
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� > �

h=J
M(h)

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0
(a)

� = �

h=J
M(h)

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0
(b)

� < �

h=J
M(h)

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0
(c)

Figure 2.3: Magnetization curve for the random field Ising model with infinite-range interaction

at various values of disorder: (a)� = J , (b) � = � = p(2=�)J and (c)� = 0:5J , for the

Gaussian random field distribution given by Eq. (2.5). The dashed line in (c) shows the third root

of the self-consistent equation for magnetization, given by Eq. (2.3).
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add correlations by working on a Bethe Lattice.

The advantage of working on the Bethe lattice is that the usual BBGKY hierarchy of

equations for correlation functions closes, and one can hope to set up exact self-consistent

equations for the correlation functions. The fact that Bethe’s self-consistent approximation

becomes exact on the Bethe lattice is useful as it ensures that the approximation will not vi-

olate any general theorems, e.g. the convexity of thermodynamic functions, sum rules etc.

In the presence of disorder, in spite of the closure of the BBGKY hierarchy, the Bethe ap-

proximation is still very difficult, as the self-consistentequations become functional equa-

tions for the probability distribution of the effective field. These are not easy to solve, and

available analytical results in this direction are mostly restricted to one dimension, or to

models with infinite-ranged interactions. On the Bethe lattice, for short-ranged interac-

tions with quenched disorder, e.g. in the prototypical caseof the�J random-exchange

Ising model, the average free energy is trivially determined in the high temperature phase,

but not in the low-temperature phase. It has not been possible so far to determine even the

ground-state energy exactly despite several attempts.
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Figure 2.4: A Cayley tree of coordination number 3 and 4 generations.

The random field Ising model model on a Bethe lattice is special in that the zero-

temperaturenonequilibriumresponse to a slowly varying magnetic field can be determined

exactly (Dhar et al. 1997). To be precise, the average non-equilibrium magnetization in

this model can be determined if the magnetic field is increased very slowly, from�1 to+1, in the limit of zero temperature. It thus provides a good pedagogical model to study

the slow relaxation to equilibrium in glassy systems.
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The usual way to solve a problem on Bethe lattice is to consider the problem on a

Cayley tree and calculate all the thermodynamic quantitiesin the deep inside of the tree.

Consider a uniform Cayley tree ofn generations where each non-boundary site has a coor-

dination numberz and the boundary sites have coordination number1 [see Fig. 2.4]. The

first generation consists of a single vertex. Ther-th generation hasz(z� 1)r�2 vertices forr � 2. At each vertex there is a Ising spin.

Because of the return point memory, to find the magnetizationat fieldh in the lower

half of the hysteresis loop, we start withh = �1, when all spins are down and increase

the field toh in a single step. Now at this field, since the spins can be relaxed in any order

(abelian property), we relax them in this: First all the spins at generationn (the leaf nodes)

are relaxed. Then spins at generationn � 1 are examined, and if any has a positive local

field, it is flipped. Then we examine the spins at generationn � 2, and so on. If any spin

is flipped, its descendent are reexamined for possible flipsy. In this process, clearly the

flippings of different spins of the same generationr are independent events.

Let P (r)(h) be the probability that a spin on ther-th generation will be flipped when

its parent spin at generationr � 1 is kept down, the external field ish, and each of its

descendent spins has been relaxed. As each of thez � 1 direct descendents of a spin is

independently up with probabilityP (r+1), the probability that exactlym of them are up is�z�1m �[P (r+1)℄m[1� P (r+1)℄z�1�m. Suppose we pick a site at random in the tree away from

the boundary, the probability that the local field at this site is positive, given that exactlym
of its neighbors are up, is precisely the probability that the local fieldhi at this site exceeds[(z � 2m)J � h℄. We denote this probability bypm(h). Clearly,pm(h) = Z 1(z�2m)J�h �(hi) dhi: (2.7)

Now it is straightforward to write down a recursion relationfor P (r) in terms ofP (r+1):P (r)(h) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! hP (r+1)(h)im h1 � P (r+1)(h)iz�1�m pm(h): (2.8)

Given a value ofh, we can determinepm(h) using Eq. (2.7). Then using Eq. (2.8), and the

initial conditionP (n) = p0(h), P (r) can be determined for allr < n. For r � n, theseyThis step is not really necessary if we are only interested indetermining the magnetization at the siteO.

Skipping this step leads to considerable simplification of the relaxation process: First the spins of generationn are examined, then those of(n � 1) etc. till we finally examine the spin atO. No spin is checked more

than once. The resulting configuration is not fully relaxed,but it is easy to prove that further relaxation will

not change the state of the spin atO. The argument can be extended to show that the probability that an

avalanches starting atO is of sizes also is the same in this partially relaxed state as in the fully relaxed state.
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probabilities tend to limiting value,limn!1 P (r) = P ?, which satisfies the equationP ?(h) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [P ?(h)℄m [1� P ?(h)℄z�1�m pm(h): (2.9)

This is a polynomial equation inP ?(h), which can be solved in terms offpm(h)g.
Finally, for the spin atO, there arez downward neighbors, and the probability that it is up

is given by

Prob(sO = +1j h) = zXm=0 zm! [P ?(h)℄m [1 � P ?(h)℄z�m pm(h): (2.10)

Because all spins deep inside the tree are equivalent, Prob(sO = +1j h) determines the

average magnetization for all sites deep inside the tree. This determines the lower half of

the hysteresis loop. The upper half is obtained similarly.

For the three coordinated (z = 3) Bethe lattice, the self-consistent equation satisfied byP ? [Eq. (2.9)] is quadratic and from physical arguments at least one root must vary between

0 and 1 continuously withh for any value of disorder strength�. Hence the magnetization

given by Eq. (2.10) is also a continuous function ofh. This is also the case with a linear

chain (z = 2), where the self-consistent equation [Eq. (2.9)] is linear.

On the other hand, the situation is quite different forz � 4. For example, forz = 4,

Eq. (2.9) is cubic, which has either one or three real roots which will vary with h. Figure 2.5

shows this variation for two values of disorder of the randomfield distribution given by�(hi) = 12�sech2(hi=�): (2.11)

Note that for large disorder, there is only one real root which vary continuously from 0

to 1, giving rise to a continuous magnetization curve as shown in Fig. 2.6. But for small

disorder,P ?(h) as a function ofh shows a “S” shaped curve, where at some value ofh,

two real root merge to becomes imaginary and disappear from the real plane. Therefore,

as we varyh, on the physical ground initiallyP ?(h) takes the lower value till the point

where it becomes complex and at that point it jumps to the upper value, giving rise to a

jump discontinuity in the corresponding magnetization curve [Fig. 2.6].

This can be generalized to higher coordination number, where the mechanism of two

real solutions of the polynomial equation Eq. (2.9) mergingand both becoming complex is

still the same.
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Figure 2.5: Variation of P ?(h) with h for the Bethe lattice withz = 4, and the random field

distribution given by Eq. (2.11).
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Figure 2.6: Magnetization as a function of increasing field for the Bethelattice withz = 4 and the

random field distribution given by Eq. (2.11).



Chapter 3

Distribution of avalanche sizes

on the Bethe lattice

In this chapter, we study the distribution of avalanche sizes in the random field Ising model

on a Bethe lattice (Sabhapandit et al. 2000). This chapter isorganized as follows. In

section 3.1, we set up a self-consistent equation for the generating functionQ(x) of the

probabilityQn, that an avalanche propagating in subtree flips exactlyn more spins in the

subtree before stopping, for arbitrary distribution of quenched random fields. Then we

expressed the generating functionG(x) of distribution of avalanche sizes, in terms ofQ(x).
In section 3.2, we consider the special case of a rectangulardistribution of the random

field. In this case, we explicitly solve the self-consistentequations for Bethe lattices with

coordination numbersz = 2 and3. However, this case is non-generic. For small strength of

disorder, the magnetization jumps from�1 to +1 at some value of the field, but for larger

disorder, when the system shows finite avalanches, there is no jump in magnetization and

the distribution function decays exponentially for larges. In section 3.3, we analyse the

self-consistent equations to determine the form of the avalanche distribution for unimodal

continuous distributions of the random field. We find that forcoordination numberz � 4,

the magnetization shows a first order jump discontinuity as afunction of the applied field at

some field-strengthhdisc, for weak disorder. Just belowh = hdisc, the avalanche distribution

has a universal(�3=2) power-law tail.

3.1 Generating function for avalanche distribution

Consider a Cayley tree rooted atO, of N generation [Fig. 2.4]. We will be interested in

the portion of the tree where generationr � N , in the limitN ! 1. Now consider the

26
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Figure 3.1: A sub-treeTX formed byX and its descendents. The sub-tree is rooted atX andY is

the parent spin ofX .

state of the system at external fieldh, and all the flippable sites have been flipped. We

increase the field by a small amountdh till one more site becomes unstable. We would like

to calculate the probability that this would cause an ‘avalanche’ ofn spin flips. Since all

sites deep inside are equivalent, we may assume the new susceptible site is the siteO.

It is easy to see that this avalanche propagation is somewhatlike propagation of infec-

tion in the contact process on the Bethe lattice. The ‘infection’ travelsdownwardsfrom the

siteO which acts as the initiator of infection. If any site is infected, then it can cause infec-

tion of some of its descendents. If the descendent spin is already up, it cannot be flipped;

such sites act as immune sites for the infection process. If the descendent spin is down, it

can catch infection with a finite probability. Furthermore,this probability does not depend

on whether the other ‘sibling’ sites catch infection. Infection of two or more descendents

of an infected site are uncorrelated events. Thus, we can expect to find the distribution

of avalanches on the Bethe lattice, as for the size distribution of percolation clusters on a

Bethe lattice (Stauffer and Aharony 1992). However, a precise description in terms of the

contact process is complicated, as here the infection spreads in a correlated background of

‘immune’ (already up) spins, and the probability that a sitecatches infection does depend

on the number of its neighbors that are already up.

We start with the initial configuration of all spins down. Nowincrease the external field

to the valueh. Consider a siteX at some generationr > 1 of the Cayley tree [Fig. 3.1].

We call the subtree formed byX and its descendentsTX, the subtree rooted atX. We keep

its parent spinY at generationr� 1 down, and relax all the sites inTX at the uniform field
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is obtained by solving the self-consistent equation given by Eq. (2.9). The conditional

probability that spin at a descendant ofX is up, given that the spin atX is down is alsoP ?(h). We measure the response ofTX to external perturbation by forcibly flipping the

spin atY (whatever the local field there) and see how many spins in thissubtree flip in

response to this perturbation. LetQn be the probability that the spin atX was down whenY was downandn spins on the subtreeTX flip up if SY is flipped up. Here allowed values

of n are0; 1; 2; : : :. Clearly, we haveP ? + 1Xn=0Qn = 1: (3.1)

We defineQ(x) be the generating function ofQn as,Q(x) = 1Xn=0Qnxn: (3.2)

Clearly, Q(x = 0) = Q0; (3.3)Q(x = 1) = 1� P ?: (3.4)

It is straight forward to write the self-consistent equation forQ(x). Let us first relax all

spins onTX keepingX andY down. The probability that exactlym the descendents ofX
are turned up in this process be denoted by Pr(m). Clearly

Pr(m) =  z � 1m !P ?m(1 � P ?)z�1�m: (3.5)

For a givenm, the conditional probability that local field atX is such that spin remains

down, even ifY is turned up is1 � pm+1. Summing overm, and using the expression for

Pr(m) above, we getQ0 = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m !P ?m(1� P ?)z�1�m[1� pm+1℄: (3.6)

We can write down an expression forQ1 similarly. In this case, ifm of the direct

descendents ofX are up whenY is down, the local field at all the remainingz�1�m direct

descendents must be such that they remain down even ifX is flipped up. This probability

is
�z�1m �P �mQz�1�m0 . The local quenched field atX must satisfy(z � 2m)J � h > hX >(z � 2m� 2)J � h. The probability for this to occur ispm+1 � pm. Hence we getQ1 = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m !P ?m Qz�1�m0 (pm+1 � pm): (3.7)
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The equation determinesQn for highern can be written down similarly. It only involves

the probabilitiesQm with m < n for the descendent spins. Formally we can writeQn = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m !P ?m 24 1Xfnig=0 z�1�mYi=1 Qni Æ(Pni; n� 1)35 (pm+1 � pm); (3.8)

where Æ(i; j) � ( 1 for i = j0 for i 6= j
is the Kroneker delta.

These recursion equations are expressed more simply in terms of the generating func-

tion Q(x). Multiplying both sides byxn and then summing overn, we see that the self-

consistent equation forQ(x) isQ(x) = Q(x = 0) + x z�1Xm=0 z � 1m !P ?m Q(x)z�1�m(pm+1 � pm): (3.9)

This is a polynomial equation inQ(x) of degreez�1, whose coefficients are functions

of h throughP ?(h) andpm(h). Using Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (3.6), it is easily checked that forx = 1, the ansatzQ(x = 1) = 1 � P ? satisfies the equation, as it should. To determineQ(x) for any given external fieldh, we have to first solve the self-consistent equation forP ? [Eq. (2.9)]. This then determinesQ(x = 0) using Eq. (3.6), and then, givenP ? andQ(0), we solve forQ(x) by solving the(z � 1)-th degree polynomial equation Eq. (3.9).

Finally, we express the relative frequency of avalanches ofvarious sizes when the ex-

ternal field is increased fromh toh+ dh in terms ofQ(x). LetGs(h) dh be the probability

that avalanche of sizes is initiated atO. We also define the generating functionG(xjh) asG(xjh) = 1Xs=1Gs(h)xs: (3.10)

Consider first the calculation ofGs(h) for s = 1. Let the number of descendents ofO
that are up at fieldh bem. For the spin at siteO to be down ath, but flip up ath + dh,

the local fieldhO must satisfy[(z � 2m)J � (h + dh)℄ < hO < [(z � 2m)J � h℄. This

occurs with probability�(zJ � 2mJ � h) dh. Each of the(z �m) down neighbors ofO
must not flip up, even whensO flips up. The conditional probability of this event isQz�m0 .

Multiplying by the probability thatm neighbors are up, we finally getG1(h) = zXm=0 zm!P ?m Q0z�m �(zJ � 2mJ � h): (3.11)
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Arguing similarly, we can write the equation forGs(h) for s = 2; 3 etc. These equations

simplify considerably when expressed in terms of the generating functionG(xjh), and we

get G(xjh) = x zXm=0 zm! P ?m Q(x)z�m �(zJ � 2mJ � h): (3.12)

In numerical simulations, and experiments, it is much easier to measure the avalanche

distribution integrated over the full hysteresis loop. To get the probability that an avalanche

of size s will be initiated at any given siteO in the interval when the external field is

increased fromh1 to h2, we just have to integrateG(xjh) in this range. For anyh, the

value ofdG=dx at x = 1 is proportional to the mean size of an avalanche, and thus to the

average slope of the hysteresis loop at thath.

3.2 Explicit calculation for the rectangular distribution

While the general formalism described in the previous section can be used for any distri-

bution, and any coordination number, to calculate the avalanche distributions explicitly, we

have to choose some specific form for the probability distribution function. In this section,

we shall consider the specific choice of a rectangular distribution: The quenched random

field is uniformly distributed between�� and�, so that�(hi) = 12� ; for �� � hi � �: (3.13)

In this case, the cumulative probabilitiespm(h) become piece wise linear functions ofh, andh-dependence of the distribution is easier to work out explicitly. We shall work out

the distributions for the linear chain (z = 2), and the 3-coordinated Bethe lattice.

3.2.1 The linear chain ( z = 2)

The simplest illustration is for a linear chain. In this casethe self-consistent equation, for

the probabilityP ? [Eq. (2.9)] becomes a linear equation. This is easily solved, and explicit

expressions forQ0, andQ(x) are obtained (see Appendix A.1). The different regimes

showing different qualitative behavior of the hysteresis loops are shown in Fig. 3.2

For h < 2J � � (region A), all the spin remain down. Forh > �, all spins are up

(region D). For� < J , we get a rectangular loop and the magnetization jumps discontinu-
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Figure 3.2: Behavior of RFIM in the magnetic field - disorder (h��) plane for a linear chain. The

regions A-D correspond to qualitatively different responses. In region A all spins are down and in

region D all are up. The avalanches of finite size occur in region B and C.

ously from�1 to +1 in a single infinite avalanche, and we directly go from regionA to D

as the field is increased. For� > J , we get nontrivial hysteresis loops.

The hysteresis loops for different values of� = 0:5; 1:5 and2:5 are shown in Fig. 3.3.

If � is sufficiently large (� > J ), we find that the mean magnetization is a precisely

linear function of the external field for a range of values of the external fieldh (region B in

Fig. 3.2). For largerh values, the magnetization shows saturation effects, and isno longer

linear (region C).

The explicit forms of the generating functionQ(x) are given in the Appendix A.1.

We find that in region B, the functionQ(x) is independent of the applied fieldh. The
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Figure 3.3: Hysteresis loops for the linear chain for the rectangular distribution of quenched fields

with different widths. (a)�=J = 0:5, (b)�=J = 1:5 and (c)�=J = 2:5
distribution functionGs(h) has a simple dependence ons of the formGs(h) = A1s� J��s ; (3.14)

whereA1 is a constant, that depends only onJ=�, and does not depend ons or h,A1 = 12� (1 � J=�)2(J=�) : (3.15)

In region C, the mean magnetization is a nonlinear function of h. But Q(x) is still a

rational function ofx. From the explicit functional form ofQ(x) andG(xjh) are given in

the appendix A.1, we find thatGs(h) is of the formGs(h) = [A01s+A02℄� J��s ; for s � 2: (3.16)
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HereA01 andA02 have no dependence ons but are explicit functions ofh.

Integrating overh from�1 to1 we get the integrated avalanche distributionDs,Ds = Z 1�1Gs(h) dh: (3.17)

It is easy to see from above that the integrated distributionDs also has the formDs = [A2s+B2℄� J��s ; for s � 2; (3.18)

where the explicit forms of the coefficientsA2 andB2 are given in the Appendix A.1.

3.2.2 The case z = 3
The analysis for the casez = 3 is very similar to the linear case. In this case, the self-

consistent equation forP ?(h) [Eq. (2.9)] becomes a quadratic equation. The qualitative

behavior of solution is very similar to the earlier case. Some details are given in Ap-

pendix A.2. We again get regions A-D as before, but the boundaries are shifted a bit, and

are shown in Fig. 3.4. As before, in region B, the average magnetization is a linear function

of h, and the avalanche distribution is independent ofh.

We find that in regime B, the distribution of avalanche sizes is given byGs(h) = N " (2s)!(s� 1)!(s+ 2)!# (1� J=�)s � J��s ; (3.19)

whereN is a normalization constant given byN = 32�(1 � J=�)2 1(J=�) : (3.20)

It is easy to see that for larges, Gs(h) varies asGs � s� 32�s; (3.21)

where � = 4(1 � J=�)(J=�): (3.22)

In region B,J=� is always less than1=3, and so this function always has an exponential

decay for larges.
In the region C, we find that the avalanche distribution is of the formGs(h) = N 0 " (2s)!(s� 1)!(s+ 2)!# �s; (3.23)
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Figure 3.4: Behavior of RFIM in the magnetic field - disorder (h � �) plane for Bethe lattice of

coordination number 3. The qualitative behavior in different regions A-D is similar to that of a

linear chain (Fig. 3.2).

whereN 0 is a normalization constant independent ofs, and� is a cubic polynomial in the

external fieldh:� = 18(1 � 2J=�)2 hn9� 53(J=�) + 119(J=�)2 � 107(J=�)3o+n�5 + 10(J=�) + 11(J=�)2o (h=�)+n3� 9(J=�)2o (h=�)2 + (h=�)3i : (3.24)

For any fixeds, the integrated distributionDs can be evaluated explicitly, but become

lengthy even for smalls.
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3.3 General distributions

The analysis of the previous section can, in principle, be extended to higher coordination

numbers, and other distributions of random fields. However,the self-consistent equations

become cubic, or higher order polynomials. In principle, anexplicit solution is possible

for z � 5, but it is not very instructive. However, the qualitative behavior of solutions is

easy to determine, and is the same for allz � 4. We shall takez = 4 in the following for

simplicity. Since we only study the general features of the self-consistent equations, we�(hi)
�

hi
Figure 3.5: A schematic plot of a unimodal random field distribution which asymptotically go to

zero at�1.

need not pick a specific form for the continuous distributions of random field distribution�(hi). We shall only assume that it has a single maximum around zeroand asymptotically

go to zero at�1, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

For small width (�) of the random field distribution i.e. for weak disorder the mag-

netization shows a jump discontinuity as a function of the external uniform field, which

disappears for a larger values of� (section 2.4). For fieldsh just lower than the value

where the jump discontinuity occurs, the slope of the hysteresis curves is large, and tends

to infinity as the field tends to the value at which the jump occurs. This indicates that large

avalanches are more likely just before the first order jump inmagnetization.

Forz = 4, the self-consistent equation forP ?(h) [Eq. (2.9)] is cubicaP ?3 + bP ?2 + P ? + d = 0 (3.25)
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wherea; b;  andd are functions of the external fieldh, expressible in terms of the cumula-

tive probabilitiespi; i = 0 to 3, a = p3 � 3p2 + 3p1 � p0; (3.26a)b = 3p2 � 6p1 + 3p0; (3.26b) = 3p1 � 3p0 � 1; (3.26c)d = p0: (3.26d)

This equation will have1 or 3 real roots, which will vary withh. We have shown this

variation for the real roots which lie between 0 and 1 in Fig. 2.5 for the case where�(hi)
is a simple distribution given by Eq. (2.11).

We have also solved numerically the self-consistent equation forP ? for other choices

of p(hi), like the gaussian distribution, and for higherz(= 4; 5; 6). In each case we find that

the qualitative behavior of the solution is very similar. Note that the rectangular distribution

discussed in the previous section is very atypical in that both the coefficientsa andb vanish

for an entire range of values ofh.

In the generic case, we find two qualitatively different behaviors: For larger values of�, there is only one real root for anyh. For � sufficiently small, we find a range ofh
where there are3 real solutions. There is a critical value� of the width which separates

these two behaviors. For the particular distribution chosen [Eq. (2.11)],� ' 2:10382.

In the first case, the real root is a continuous function ofh, and correspondingly, the

magnetization is a continuous function ofh. This is the case corresponding to� = 2:5 in

Fig. 2.5.

For smaller� < �, for large�h there is only one root , but in the intermediate

region there are three roots. The typical variation is shownfor � = 1:5 in Fig. 2.5. In the

increasing field the probabilityP ?(h) initially takes the smallest root. Ash increases, at a

valueh = hdisc, the middle and the lower roots become equal and after that both disappear

from the real plane. Ath = hdisc the probabilityP ?(h) jumps to the upper root. Thus

for � < � there is a discontinuity inP ?(h) which gives rise to a first order jump in the

magnetization curve.

The fieldhdisc where the discontinuity of magnetization occurs, is determined by the

condition that for this value ofh, the cubic equation [Eq. (3.25)] has two equal roots. The

value ofP ? at this point, denoted byP ?dis, satisfies the equation3a0P ?2dis + 2b0P ?dis + 0 = 0; (3.27)

wherea0; b0 and0 are the values ofa; b and ath = hdisc.
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We now determine the behavior of the avalanche generating functionGs(h) for larges
andh nearhdisc. The behavior for larges corresponds tox near1. So we writex = 1� Æ,
with Æ small, andh = hdisc� �. Nearhdisc, a; b; : : : vary linearly with� andP ? � P ?dis � �p�+O(�); (3.28)

where� is a numerical constant.

SinceQ(x = 1) = 1 � P ?(h) , if x differs slightly from unityQ(x) also differs from1�P ?(h) by a small amount. Substitutingx = 1�Æ andQ(x = 1�Æ) = 1�P ?�F (�; Æ)
in the self-consistent equation forQ(x) [Eq. (3.9)], where bothÆ andF are small, using

Eq. (3.27), we get to lowest order inÆ, � andFF 2 + �p�F � 2Æ = 0; (3.29)

where� and are some constants. Thus, to lowest orders in� andÆ, F is given byF = (1=2) �q�2�+ 42Æ � �p�� : (3.30)

ThusQ(x) has leading square root singularity atx = 1 + �2�42 . Consequently,G(xjh)
will also show a square root singularityx = 1+ �2�42 . This implies that the Taylor expansion

coefficientsGs(h) vary asGs(h) � s� 32  1 + �2�42!�s ; for larges. (3.31)

At � = 0, we get Gs(hdisc) � s� 32 : (3.32)

Thus ath = hdisc the avalanche distribution has a power law tail.

To calculate the integrated distributionDs, we have to integrate Eq. (3.31) over a range

of � values. For larges, only � < 2�2s contributes significantly to the integral, and thus we

get Ds � s� 52 , for large s: (3.33)

Thus the integrated distribution shows a robust(�5=2) power law for a range of disorder

strength�.



Chapter 4

Minor hysteresis loops

on the Bethe lattice

In this chapter, we derive exact self-consistent equationsto obtain magnetization on the

minor loops as a function of external field for arbitrary distribution of quenched random

fields on a Bethe lattice. The return hysteresis loops for thelinear chain was obtained by

Shukla (2000). In sec. 2.4, we have discussed how to obtain the magnetization on the

lower hysteresis curve, i.e. if we start withh = �1, when all the spins are down, and

then slowly increase the external field. Now suppose the system is on the lower hysteresis

curve at some external fieldh1. Decreasing the field fromh1 to some fieldh2 and then

again increasing toh1, we obtain the first minor loop. Similarly starting from the first

minor loop at some fieldh3 and decreasing the field toh4, and then increasing toh3, we

obtain the second minor loop and so on. Figure 4.1 shows two minor loops. In general,

then-th minor loop forn > 1 is obtained from the lower half of(n � 1)-th minor loop by

decreasing the field fromh2n�1 toh2n and then increasing toh2n+1 < h2n�1. This involvesfhng � hn; hn�1; :::; h1, the history of all the turning points fromh1 to hn. In the next

section we will obtain the exact expressions for the magnetizations on the minor loops for

arbitrary distributions of random fields. Similar results were later obtained independently

by Shukla (2001).

4.1 Magnetization on minor loops

In sec. 2.4, we have determined the average magnetization inthe deep inside the Cayley

tree, on the lower hysteresis loop for arbitrary distributions of random field distributions.

The average magnetization is equivalent to the magnetization at the rootO of the Cayley

38
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Figure 4.1: Minor hysteresis loops for Bethe lattice.

tree [Fig. 2.4], in the limit the number of generations,n ! 1. We obtained the magneti-

zation atO as,

Prob(sO = +1j h) = zXm=0 zm! [P ?(h)℄m [1 � P ?(h)℄z�m pm(h); (2.10)

whereP ?(h) is the limiting value (r � n, and the limitn!1) of conditional probabilityP (r), that a spin on ther-th generation will be flipped when its parent spin at generationr�1 is kept down, the external field ish, and each of its descendent spins has been relaxed,

and is obtained by solving the polynomial equationP ?(h) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [P ?(h)℄m [1� P ?(h)℄z�1�m pm(h); (2.9)

andpm(h) is the probability that a spin flips up, given that exactlym neighbors are up,

which is obtained by integrating the random field distribution�(hi) as,pm(h) = Z 1(z�2m)J�h �(hi) dhi: (2.7)

Similarly for the upper half of the hysteresis loop, when theexternal field is decreased

from 1, we can defineQ(r)(h) to be the conditional probability that a spin on ther-th
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generation will be flipped down when its parent spin at generation r � 1 is kept up, the

external field is decreased from1 to h, and each of its descendent spins has been relaxed.

The limiting valueQ?(h) also satisfies self-consistent equationQ?(h) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [1 �Q?(h)℄m [Q?(h)℄z�1�m [1 � pm+1(h)℄ ; (4.1)

and in terms ofQ?(h) the upper half of the major loop can be obtained. Sincepm+1(h) =pm(h + 2J), the recursion relation satisfies by1 � Q(r)(h � 2J), is same as the relation

satisfies byP (r)(h) which is given by Eq. (2.8). Therefore, we conclude thatQ(r)(h�2J) =1 � P (r)(h).
4.1.1 First minor hysteresis loop

Suppose the system is on the lower hysteresis curve at some external fieldh1. Now if

the field is decreased fromh1 to some fieldh2 and then again increased toh1, return point

memory [section 2.1] ensures that the loop closes. This is the first minor loop [see Fig. 4.1].

Now when the applied field is increased from�1 toh1 and then decreased to a fieldh2, to

find out the spins which can flip down we need to consider only about the subset of spins

which flipped up at fieldh1. Suppose a spin at a randomly chosen site flips up at fieldh1.
As a result, the net local field at each of its nearest neighbors increases by an amount2J
and some of down neighbors might become unstable. We flip up those spins at time step

1. After flipping them more of their neighbor might become unstable. We flip them up in

time step 2 and so on. This process will be continued till the avalanche stop. Figure 4.2

shows the order at which spins flip during a particular avalanche. Now in this avalanche

if a spin si flips up at time stept and as a result, ifm of its neighbors flip at time stept+ 1, then the local field ati will increase by2mJ . Therefore when the field is decreased

to h2 � h1 � 2J , si can not flip back ath2 unless all the neighbors which had flipped at

time stept+ 1 aftersi flipped up, again flip back ath2. Therefore, the spin which was the

initiator of the avalanche (which flipped at time step 0) can flip down ath2 only at the end,

after all the spins of that avalanche flip back and in this flip-back avalanche the spins flip

exactly in the reverse time order to the previous avalanche.This property will be called the

time orderingproperty of spin-flip-back process.

Consider the case, when the system is on the lower half of the major loop at fieldh1
and then the field is decreased toh1 � 2J . Then all the neighbors of a vertexi which had

flipped up ath1 after si flipped up will flip back ath1 � 2J , since they flipped up when
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Figure 4.2: Time order at which spins flip during a particular avalanche.

their local fields had been increased by2J . Therefore, the conditional probability that a

spin is down ath1 � 2J , given its parent spin is up is same as the conditional probability

that a spin is down ath1, given its parent spin is down, which is1 � P (r)(h1). The later

is again equal toQ(r)(h1 � 2J), the conditional probability that a spin is down when the

field is decreased from1 toh1�2J , given its parent spin is kept up. Therefore the reverse

magnetization curve starting fromh1, meets the upper major half ath1�2J and merge with

it for h2 < h1� 2J . This result can be generalized for arbitrary graphs, whichis discussed

in section 4.2. Thus, we can consider the first minor loop in the range[h1 � 2J; h1℄. Since

in this range of external field the spin-flip-back process obeys time ordering, if a spinsi
flips up ath1 and flips down ath2, then the probability that a neighbor of it at generationr is up beforesi flips back ath2 is same as the neighbor was up beforesi flipped up ath1,
given byP (r)(h1). The probability that a neighbor is down beforesi flips down atsi can

be splitted into two parts:

(1) it didn’t flip up aftersi flipped up ath1 and

(2) it flipped up aftersi flipped up ath1 and flips back ath2 beforesi flips back.

Consider a siteX at some levelr of the Cayley tree [Fig. 3.1]. We call the subtree

formed byX and its descendentsTX, the subtree rooted atX. We keep its parent spinY
at generationr� 1 down, and relax all the sites inTX at the uniform fieldh1. LetR(r)� (h1)
be the probability thatsX remains down aftersY turned up ath1. Forr � n, in the limit
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LetG(r)� (h2; h1) be the conditional probability that:

(a) sX was down ath1, givensY was down,

(b) sX flipped up ath1 aftersY flipped up and

(c) sX flips back ath2, givensY is still up.

Then a recursion relation forG(r)� (h2; h1) in terms ofG(r+1)� (h2; h1) can be written asG(r)� (h2; h1) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [P ?(h1)℄m hR(r+1)� (h1) +G(r+1)� (h2; h1)iz�1�m� [pm+1(h1)� pm+1(h2)℄ ; (4.3)

and its limiting valueG?�(h2; h1), satisfies the self-consistent equationG?�(h2; h1) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [P ?(h1)℄m hR?�(h1) +G?�(h2; h1)iz�1�m� [pm+1(h1)� pm+1(h2)℄ : (4.4)

This is a polynomial equation inG?�(h2; h1) of degreez � 1, whose coefficients are func-

tions ofh1 andh2 throughP ?(h1), R?�(h1), pm(h1) andpm(h2). To determineG?�(h2; h1)
for any given pair of external fieldsh1 andh2, we have to first solve the self-consistent

equation forP ?(h1) [Eq. (2.9)]. This then determinesR?�(h1) using Eq. (4.2), and then,

givenP ?(h1) andR?�(h1), we solve forG?�(h2; h1) by solving the(z � 1)-th degree poly-

nomial equation Eq. (4.4). Now the decrease in magnetization, when the field is decreased

fromh1 toh2, is determined by the probability that a spin atO was up ath1 and turns down

ath2, given by,

Prob(sO = �1;h2 j sO = +1;h1) =zXm=0 zm! [P ?(h1)℄m hR?�(h1) +G?�(h2; h1)iz�m [pm(h1)� pm(h2)℄ : (4.5)

This determines the upper half of first minor loop.

Similarly when the field is again reversed fromh2 to h3 < h1, using the symmetry

between up an down spins it is easy to see that again thetime orderingproperty holds.

Therefore the probability that the neighbor of a spinsi is down beforesi flips up ath3 is[R(r)� (h1) + G(r)� (h2; h1)℄. The probability that a neighbor is up ath3 beforesi flips up is

given by sum of two probabilitiesR(r)+ (h2; h1) andG(r)+ (h3; h2; h1); whereR(r)+ (h2; h1) is
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the probability that: (a)sX is up ath1, given thatsY is kept down andTX is relaxed, (b)sY flips up ath1 and (c)sX remains up aftersY flips down ath2 andTX is relaxed andG(r)+ (h3; h2; h1) is the probability that: (a)sX is up ath1, given thatsY is kept down andTX is relaxed, (b)sY flipped up ath1, (c) sX flipped down aftersY flipped down ath2 and

(d) sX flips back ath3, givensY is still down.R(r)+ (h2; h1) is the equal to the probability that the spin is up ath1 minus the probability

that it becomes down ath2. Its limiting value is given byR?+(h2; h1) = P ?(h)� z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! [P ?(h1)℄m hR?�(h1) +G?�(h2; h1)iz�1�m� [pm(h1)� pm(h2)℄ : (4.6)

The limiting valueG?+(h3; h2; h1) satisfies the self-consistent equationG?+(h3; h2; h1) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ! hR?+(h2; h1) +G?+(h3; h2; h1)im� hR?�(h1) +G?�(h2; h1)iz�1�m [pm(h3)� pm(h2)℄ : (4.7)

Solving the above self-consistent equation [Eq. (4.7)] we determineG?+(h3; h2; h1) and

then the increase in magnetization, when the field is increased fromh2 to h3 is determined

in terms of the following probability:

Prob(sO = +1;h3 j sO = �1;h2) =zXm=0 zm! hR?+(h2; h1) +G?+(h3; h2; h1)im hR?�(h1) +G?�(h2; h1)iz�m� [pm(h3)� pm(h2)℄ ; (4.8)

which determines the lower half of first minor loop.

4.1.2 General minor hysteresis loops

In the previous sub section, we obtained the first minor loop.The other minor loops can be

obtained similarly. In all the minor loops the spin-flip-back process obeystime ordering.

In general, then-th minor loop forn > 1 is obtained from the lower half of(n � 1)-th
minor loop by decreasing the field fromh2n�1 toh2n and then increasing toh2n+1 < h2n�1.
For convenience, we will use the notationfhng � hn; hn�1; :::; h1 for the history of all the

turning points fromh1 to hn.

On the upper half of then-th minor loop (n > 1), when the field is decreased fromh2n�1 to h2n, the probability that a neighbor of a spinsi is up beforesi (which is deep
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inside the tree) flips down ath2n is [R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄. The probability that a

neighbor ofsi is down before it flips down is given by[R?�(fh2n�1g)+G?�(fh2ng)℄, whereR?�(fh2n�1g) is given by,R?�(fh2n�1g) = [R?�(fh2n�3g) +G?�(fh2n�2g)℄� z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ![R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�3g) +G?�(fh2n�2g)℄z�1�m�[pm+1(h2n�1)� pm+1(h2n�2)℄; (4.9)

andG?�(fh2ng) satisfies the self consistent equationG?�(fh2ng) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ![R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�1g) +G?�(fh2ng)℄z�1�m�[pm+1(h2n�1)� pm+1(h2n)℄: (4.10)

Therefore the decrease in magnetization, when the field is decreased fromh2n�1 to h2n, is

obtained from

Prob(sO = �1;h2nj sO = +1;h2n�1)= zXm=0 zm![R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�1g) +G?�(fh2ng)℄z�m [pm(h2n�1) � pm(h2n)℄: (4.11)

Similarly on the lower half, the increase in magnetization,when the field is increased

from h2n to h2n+1, is obtained from

Prob(sO = +1;h2n+1j sO = �1;h2n)= zXm=0 zm![R?+(fh2ng) +G?+(fh2n+1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�1g) +G?�(fh2ng)℄z�m [pm(h2n+1) � pm(h2n)℄; (4.12)

whereR?+(fh2ng) is given byR?+(fh2ng) = [R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄� z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ![R?+(fh2n�2g) +G?+(fh2n�1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�1g) +G?�(fh2ng)℄z�1�m�[pm(h2n�1)� pm(h2n)℄; (4.13)
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andG?+(fh2n+1g) is obtained by solving the self consistent equationG?+(fh2n+1g) = z�1Xm=0 z � 1m ![R?+(fh2ng) +G?+(fh2n+1g)℄m�[R?�(fh2n�1g) +G?�(fh2ng)℄z�1�m�[pm(h2n+1)� pm(h2n)℄: (4.14)

In Fig. 4.1, we have plotted first two minor hysteresis loops,generated by solving

above equations, for three coordinated Bethe lattice. The random field distribution is given

by Eq. (2.11) and we choose� = 1:5.

4.2 Merging of different stable configurations

In the previous section, we see that the two ends of minor loopare at major loop, with the

external field is differed by2J . In this section we generalize this to any stable configuration

on any graphs. We prove that, for RFIM on a connected general graphG, for a given

realization of random fields, all the stable configurations at external fieldh go to unique

stable configurationC(h � 2z?J) when the field is monotonically changed toh � 2z?J ;

wherez? is the minimum number required such that, any connected subgraphg of G has

at least one vertex such that, the number of edges ing connected to that vertex is� z?. For

example,z? = 2 for square lattice, and for Bethe latticez? = 1.

Proof. — Consider two stable configurationsC1(h) andC2(h) at fieldh. We can de-

compose vertices of the graphG, into sets: (1)Auu, up-spins in both configurations, (2)Aud, up-spins inC1 and down-spins inC2, (3)Adu, down-spins inC1 and up-spins inC2
and (4)Add, down-spins in both configurations. Consider when the external field is in-

creased monotonically by2z?J . Since in the zero temperature dynamics, in the increasing

field field the spins flip only once, and the order in which various spins are relaxed does

not matter, we can increase the field in one step toh+ 2z?J and then first relax spins from

setsAud andAdu. Now the setAud can be written as union of disjoint subsetsA(1)ud ; A(2)ud : : :.
Consider one such subset, which is on a subgraphg. On this subgraph, the local field at a

vertexi in configurationsC1 andC2 at fieldh are,`(C1(h))i = hi + h+ zgi J � z0iJ + fi > 0; (4.15)`(C2(h))i = hi + h� zgi J + z0iJ + fi < 0; (4.16)
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wherezgi are the number of vertices ing connected to vertexi, z0i are the number of vertices

in the setAdu connected toi andfi is the contribution to the local field from the setsAuu
andAdd. Since`(C1(h))i � `(C2(h))i > 0, from Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.16) we getzgi � z0i > 0
or zgi � 1 asz0i � 0. This means that, there can not be a subset ofAud which has only one

element.

Now when the external field is increased toh + 2z?J , the local field at vertexi in

configurationC2 becomes,`0i = fhi + h+ z?i J � z0iJ + fig+ f(z?i � zgi )J + 2z0iJg : (4.17)

Therefore, at all those vertices ing wherezgi � z? (there is at least one such vertex ing,

by the definition ofz?), the local field will become positive. So, the spins inC2, at those

vertices will flip up and the original subset will will shrinkto a new one on a different

reduced subgraphg0 and the same argument holds for it also. Therefore, after iterative use

of this relaxation procedure, all the subsets ofAud will become null sets and by the same

argument, it is also true forAdu. Therefore, after relaxing all the spins from the setsAud
andAdu, the resultant unstable configurationsfC1(h+2z?J) andfC2(h+2z?J) are identical,

and hence relaxation of the remaining unstable spins from the setAdd, will lead to the same

final stable configuration. From the symmetry between up and down spins, it is obvious

that the configurationC1(h) andC2(h) go to the same final configuration, when the field

is decreased by2z?J .

For a square latticez? = 2, as in any connected subgraph of it, there exists at least

one vertex form which the number of edges connected to the subgraph is� 2. Therefore

any two different stable configurations should merge to one configuration, when the field

is increased or decreased by4J . In Fig. 4.3, we consider two stable spin configurations

(a) and (b) at external fieldh = 0, on a square lattice, for a given realization of random

fields. The lattice size is50� 50. The spins which are down in (a) and up in (b) are shown

in (c) in black color. Now when we increase the external field to 4J , configurations (a)

and (b) evolve to new stable configurations (d) and (e) respectively. We see that these two

configurations (d) and (e) are identical as seen from their difference configuration (c).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.3: (a) and (b)are two different stable spin configurations ath = 0, with the same realiza-

tion of random fields, on a square lattice of size50� 50. The up spins are represented by black and

down spins by white color. (c) shows the difference between (a) and (b). The spins, which are down

in (a) and up in (b) are represented by black color in (c). (d) and (e) are new stable configurations

obtained from (a) and (b) respectively, ath = 4J . (f) shows the difference between (d) and (e).



Chapter 5

Hysteresis on regular lattices

in the low disorder limit

In general, Bethe approximation is expected to work well fornoncritical properties.Is the

Bethe approximation is a good approximation for regular lattices?This is the question we

address in this chapter. Surprisingly, for asymmetrical distribution, the answer can beno.

In this chapter, we discuss the low disorder limit of the hysteresis loop in the random

field Ising model (RFIM) on periodic lattices in two and threedimensions. We find that

the behavior of hysteresis loops depends nontrivially on the coordination numberz (Sab-

hapandit et al. 2002). Forz = 3, for continuous unbounded distributions of random fields,

the hysteresis loops show no jump discontinuity of magnetization even in the limit of small

disorder, but for higherz they do. This is exactly as found in the exact solution on the

Bethe lattice (Dhar et al. 1997).

As discussed in the introduction, random field Ising model was first studied in the

context of possible destruction of long range order by arbitrarily weak quenched disorder

in equilibrium systems. Accordingly the distribution of random field was assumed to be

symmetrical. However, in hysteresis problem, the symmetrybetween up and down spins

state is already broken by the specially prepared initial state (all down in our case), and the

symmetry of the distribution plays no special role.

The analytical treatment of self-consistent equations on the Bethe lattice is immediately

generalized to asymmetrical case. However, we find that for asymmetrical distributions

the behavior of hysteresis loops in euclidean lattices can be quite different from that on

the Bethe lattice. On hypercubical lattices ind dimensions, there is an instability related

to bootstrap percolation, that is absent on the Bethe lattice. This reduces the value of

the coercive fieldhcoer away from the Bethe lattice valueO(J) to zero, whereJ is the

exchange coupling. We note that the limit� ! 0 is somewhat subtle, as the system size

48



Chapter 5. Hysteresis on regular lattices in the low disorder limit 49L? required for self-averaging diverges very fast for small�, and the finite-size corrections

to the thermodynamic limit tend to zero very slowly.

In the following, we shall assume that the distribution has aasymmetrical shape, given

by �(hi) = 1� exp(�hi=�)�(hi); (5.1)

where� is the step function. The mean value ofhi can be made zero by a shift in the

value of the external uniform field. Our treatment is easily extended to other continuous

unimodal distributions. The exact form of�(x) is not important, and other forms likeexp(�x� e�x) which fall sharply for negativex have the same behavior.

For a given distribution�(hi), we definepm(h) with 0 � m � z as the conditional

probability that the local field at any sitei will be large enough so that it will flip up, ifm
of its neighbors are up, when the uniform external field ish. Clearlypm(h) = Z 1(z�2m)J�h �(hi) dhi: (2.7)

Clearly, for any given value ofh, the magnetization depends on the distribution�(hi)
only throughpm(h).
5.1 Hysteresis on three coordinated lattices

Consider first the case of the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with z = 3. For periodic

boundary conditions, if� = 0, starting with a configuration with all spins down, clearly

one hashcoer = 3J . For� 6= 0, the site with the largest local field flips first, and then ifh > J , p1(h) = 1, this causes neighbors of the flipped spin to flip, and their neighbors,

and so on. Thus, so long as there is at least one flipped spin, all other spins also flip, and

the magnetization is1. The largest local field in a system ofL2 spins is of order2� lnL.

Once this spin turns up, other spin will flip also up, causing ajump in magnetization from

a value� �1 to a value+1 in each sample. Hence the coercive field, (the value ofh where

magnetization changes sign)to lowest order in�, is given byhcoer= 3J � 2� lnL; for 1� lnL� J=�: (5.2)

Sample to sample fluctuations in the position of the jump are of order�. On averaging

over disorder, the magnetization will become a smooth function of h, with the width of the

transition region being of order�.
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� = 0:01J� = 0:10JB A
(h� J)=�

Magnet
ization

�0:4�0:5�0:6�0:7�0:8

1:00:50:0�0:5�1:0
Figure 5.1: Magnetization in the increasing field. The curves for the twovalues of� coincide.

Curves A is for hexagonal lattice of size40962 and B is for a three coordinated lattice in three

dimensions [see Fig. 5.2] of size2563.
For a fixed�� J , if L is increased to a value nearexp(J=�) � L?

hex, hcoer decreases

to a value nearJ . For h � J , p1(h) is no longer nearly1, but p0(h) ' 0, andp2(h) 'p3(h) ' 1. The value of magnetization depends only onp1(h), which is a function ofeh = (h� J)=�. As eh increased from�1, p1(h) increases continuously from0 to 1.

Note that for� = 0:01J , L?
hex � 1043. Therefore it is impossible to study the largeL

limit with the available computers. To avoid the problem of probability of nucleation being

very small forh nearJ , we made the local field at a small fraction of randomly chosensites

very large, so that these spins are up at anyh. The number of such spins we choose to be

of orderL, so that their effect on the average magnetization is negligible. Introduction of

these “nucleation centers” makesL? � O(pL) ( the average separation between centers),

andhcoer drops to a value nearJ , so that, we can study the largeL limit with available

computers. ForL > L?
hex, the behavior of hysteresis loops becomes independent ofL.

In Fig. 5.1, curve A shows the result of a simulation on the hexagonal lattice withL = 4096, and periodic boundary condition. We see that magnetization no longer under-
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goes a single large jump, but many small jumps. In the figure, we also show the plot of

magnetization when the random field at each site is decreasedby a factor 10. This changes

the value� from 0:1J to 0:01J . However, plotted as a function ofeh, the magnetization for

these two different values (for small�) fall on top of each otherfor the same realization

of disorder(except for the overall scale�). Thus we can decrease� further to arbitrarily

small values, and the limit of� ! 0 is straightforward for each realization of disorder.

Then, averaging over disorder, for a fixed�, we see thathcoer tends to the valueJ as�
tends to0. Also, we see that there is no macroscopic jump-discontinuity for any non-zero�.

Figure 5.2: A three coordinated lattice (z = 3) in three dimensions.

We also show in Fig. 5.1 [curve B], the results of simulation of a 3-dimensional lattice

with z = 3 [shown in Fig. 5.2] of size2563 with periodic boundary condition. The behavior

is qualitatively same as that in two dimensions. The value ofhcoer = J in the limit � !0 is same for symmetrical distribution, and also is the same aspredicted by the Bethe

approximation.
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5.2 Bootstrap instability in RFIM on square lattice

On the square lattice also, the value ofhcoer is determined by the need to create a nucleation

event. Arguing as before, we see thathcoer to lowest order in� is given byhcoer� 4J � 2� lnL; for 1� lnL� J=�: (5.3)

Adding a small number of nucleation sites suppresses this slow transient, and lowershcoer

from 4J to a value near2J . However, in this case, even after adding the nucleation centers,

the system shows a large single jump in magnetization, indicating the existence of another

instability. We observed in the simulation that at low�, ash is increased, the domains of

up spins grow in rectangular clusters [see Fig. 5.3] and at a critical value ofhcoer, one of

them suddenly fills the entire lattice. This valuehcoerfluctuates a bit from sample to sample.

Figure 5.3: A snapshot of the up-spins just before the jump (h = 1:998243J). The lattice size is200� 200 and� = 0:001J . Initial configuration is prepared with0:05% up-spins.
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� = 0:001J
L = 64L = 128L = 256L = 512L = 1024

(hoer � 2J)=�Prob[(h
oer�2
J)=�℄

�0:8�1:2�1:6�2:0�2:4�2:8

0:240:180:120:060:00
Figure 5.4: Distribution of the scaled coercive field on a square latticefor different lattice sizeL2.
In Fig. 5.4 we have plotted the distribution of the scaled variablefh = (hcoer� 2J)=� for

different system sizesL, for � = 0:001J . The number of different realizations varies from104 (for the largestL) to 105 (for the smallestL). Note that the distribution shifts to the left

with the increasing system size, and becomes narrower.

This instability can be understood in terms of bootstrap percolation process BPm (see

Adler 1991, for a review). Bootstrap percolation was first considered by Chalupa et al.

(1981) (also Kogut and Leath 1981) and was subsequently studied by many others in a

variety of contexts. The process BPm is define as follows: On ad�dimensional lattice,

sites are independently occupied with a probabilityp and the resulting configuration is

taken as the initial configuration, which is evolved by the following rules:

(a) the occupied sites remain occupied forever,

(b) an unoccupied site having at leastm occupied neighbors, becomes occupied.

Form = 2, on a square lattice, in the final configuration, the sites which are occupied

form disjoint rectangles, like the cluster of up-spins in Fig. 5.3. It has been proved that

in the thermodynamic limit of largeL, for any initial concentrationp > 0, in the final

configuration all sites are occupied with probability1 (Aizenman and Lebowitz 1988).

In the random field Ising model on a square lattice, for the asymmetric distribution
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[Eq. 5.1] forh > 0, pm = 1 for m � 2, and any spins with more than one up-neighbors

flips up. Therefore, stable clusters of up spins are rectangular in shape. The growth of

domains of up spins is same as in the bootstrap percolation process BP2.
Consider a rectangular cluster of up spins, of lengthl and widthm. Let P (l;m) be

the probability that, if this rectangle is put in a randomly prepared background of densityp1(h), this rectangle will grow by the BP2 process to fill the entire space. The probability

that the random fields at any sites neighboring this rectangle will be large enough to cause

it to flip up is p1(h). The probability that there is at least one such site along each of two

adjacent sides of lengthl andm of the rectangle is(1� ql)(1� qm), whereq = 1� p1(h).
Once these spins flip up, this induces all the other spins along the boundary side to flip up

and the size of the rectangle grows to(l + 1)� (m+ 1). ThereforeP (l;m) � (1� ql)(1� qm)P (l+ 1;m+ 1): (5.4)

Thus the probability of occurrence of a nucleation which finally grows to fill the entire

lattice is Pnuc � p0(h) 1Yj=1(1 � qj)2� p0(h) 1Yj=1 [1 � expf�p1(h)jg℄2� p0(h) exp � �23p1(h)! ; for small p1(h): (5.5)

The condition to determinehcoer is that for this value ofh, Pnuc becomes of order1=L2,
so that we get p0(hcoer) exp � �23p1(hcoer)! � 1L2 : (5.6)

This equation can be solved forhcoerfor any givenL. For the distribution given by Eq. (5.1),

this becomesexp hcoer� 4J� ! exp "�2�23 exp �hcoer+ 2J� !# � 1L2 ; for hcoer< 2J: (5.7)

Therefore, the leadingL-dependence ofhcoer, to lowest order in� is given byhcoer� 2J ��ln � 3�2 (lnL� J=�)� ; for J=�� lnL� exp(2J=�): (5.8)

This agrees with our observation that the scaled critical field fh shifts to the left with

increasing system size. The width of the distribution of over which the coercive field
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� = 0:001J

L = 64
L = 128L = 256L = 512L = 1024 1= lnL

p 1(h oer
)
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0:18
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Figure 5.5: p1(hcoer) vs. 1= lnL for square lattice.

varies, can be calculated from the width over which the probability of having at least one

nucleation in the entire lattice, i.e.1 � (1� Pnuc)L2 � 1 � exp (�PnucL2), changes from

almost zero to almost unity: Æhcoer� �lnL (5.9)

Therefore, for any fixed� > 0, the jump will smeared out on averaging over disorder. Only

in the limit�! 0 andL!1, the average magnetization will show a jump discontinuity.

To test the validity of Eq. (5.6) in simulations, we putp0(h) = 0:005 independent ofh.

Eq. (5.6) then simplifies to p1(hcoer) � �26 lnL: (5.10)

In Fig. 5.5, we have plottedp1 for the meanhcoer from Fig. 5.4 versus1= lnL. The graph

is approximately a straight line, which agrees with Eq. (5.10). The slope of the line is0:765 � 0:009, less than in Eq. (5.10), which only gives an upper bound tohcoer.

If h > 0, we will havep2 = 1, and bootstrapping ensures that so long asp0 > 0, we

will have all spins up in the limit of largeL. This implies thathcoer= 0 in this limit.

If there are sites with large negative quenched fields, the bootstrap growth stops at
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such sites. Hence the bootstrap instability cannot be seen for symmetric distributions.

For a symmetrical distribution of random fields, the averagedistance from a nucleus to the

nearest spin, which does not flips up even if it has two up neighbors, isL? = 1=q1 � p2(h).
Therefore the average area covered by a nucleus isL2 LYj=1(1� qj)2 for L < L? (5.11a)

and L?2 L?Yj=1(1� qj)2 for L > L?: (5.11b)

The condition to determinehcoer is that for this value ofh, the average area due to the

growth becomesO(L2), i.e.p0(hcoer)L2 � average area covered by a nucleus� O(L2): (5.12)

From Eq. (5.11b) and Eq. (5.12), in the limitL!1,p0(hcoer)1� p2(hcoer) L?Yj=1(1� qj)2 � O(1): (5.13)

Now p0(2J) = 1� p2(2J), and the product
QL?j=1(1� qj)2 isO(1) ath = 2J asp1(2J) =1=2. Therefore,hcoer� O(2J).

Even if the quenched fields are only positive, the instability does not occur on lattices

with z = 3. On such lattices, if the unoccupied sites percolate, thereare infinitely extended

lines of unoccupied sites in the lattice. These cannot not become occupied by bootstrapping

under BP2. Thus the critical threshold for BP2 on such lattices is not0.

5.3 Bootstrap instability in RFIM on cubic lattice

The arguments for large void instability can be easily extended to higher dimensions. Ind = 3, if h > 0, thenpm(h) = 1 for m � 3, therefore the spin flip process is similar to the

spanning process of three dimensional BP3 (Cerf and Cirillo 1999). In this case, it is known

that for any initial non-zero density, in the thermodynamical limit, the final configuration

has all sites occupied with probability1. The clusters of up-spins grow as cuboids, and at

each surface of the cluster, the nucleation process is similar to that in two dimension. Let
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up spins which sweeps the entire two dimensional plane ath.� � p1(h) exp � �23p2(h)! : (5.14)

The probability that, there exist at least one nucleation which sweeps the entire plane of

size l � l, is 1 � (1 � �)l2. Therefore, the probabilityPnuc, that a nucleation sweeps the

entire three dimensional lattice ath satisfiesPnuc � p0(h) 1Yl=1 h1� (1 � �)l2i3� p0(h) 1Yl=1 h1� exp(��l2)i3� exp(�A=p�); for small �; (5.15)

whereA = 32p��(3=2). hcoer is determined by the condition thatPnuc must be of the order1=L3: p0(hcoer) exp24� Aqp1(hcoer) exp �26p2(hcoer)!35 � 1L3 : (5.16)

The leadingL-dependence ofhcoer is different in different ranges ofhcoer, depend-

ing on whether the strongest dependence of the left-hand side comes from variation ofp0(h); p1(h) or p2(h).
In the range4J < hcoer < 6J : pm = 1, for m � 1. Then we must havep0(hcoer) �1=L3, which for the distribution given by Eq. (5.1) resultshcoer� 6J � 3� lnL: (5.17a)

The corresponding range ofL, for the validity of of above equation is1 � lnL �(2J=3�).
In the range2J < hcoer< 4J : pm = 1, form � 2. Then in Eq. (5.16) the left hand side

varies asexp h�A0=qp1(hcoer)i, which giveshcoer� 4J � 2� ln�lnL� 2J3�� ; (5.17b)

which is valid in the range(2J=3�) � lnL� exp(2J=�).
In the range0 < hcoer < 2J : pm = 1 for m � 3. Then from Eq. (5.16), to the lowest

order in�, we get hcoer� 2J ��ln ln�lnL � 2J3�� ; (5.17c)
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for exp(2J=�)� lnL� exp(exp(2J=�)).
In the limit L � L?

cub = exp(exp(exp(2J=�))), the loop becomes independent ofL,

with hcoer ! 0. We have also verified the existence of jump in numerical simulation forz = 4 (diamond lattice) in three dimensions.
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Discussion

Analytical treatment of problems having quenched disorderis usually difficult. There are

few models having nontrivial quenched disorder that can be solved exactly. In this thesis,

we set up exact self-consistent equations for the avalanchedistribution function for the

RFIM on a Bethe lattice. We were able to solve these equationsexplicitly for the rectan-

gular distribution of the quenched field, for the linear chain z = 2, and the 3-coordinated

Bethe lattice. For more general coordination numbers, and general continuous distributions

of random fields, we argued that for very large disorder, the avalanche distribution is ex-

ponentially damped, but for small disorder, generically, one gets a jump in magnetization,

accompanied by a square-root singularity. For field-strengths just below corresponding to

the jump discontinuity, we showed that the avalanche distribution function has a power-law

tail of the forms�3=2. The integrated avalanche distribution then varies ass�5=2 for larges.
We have also studied the behavior the return loop, when the external field is increased

from �1 to some valueh1, and then decreased to a lower valueh2 and again increased

to the previous extremum valueh1. We set up exact self-consistent equations to determine

the magnetizations on all minor loops for arbitrary distributions of random fields.

Some unexpected features of the solution deserve mention. Firstly, we find that the

behavior of the self-consistent equations forz = 3 is qualitatively different from that forz > 3. The behavior for the linear chain (z = 2) is, of course, expected to be different

from higherz. One usually finds same behavior for allz > 2. Mathematically, the reason

for this unusual dependence is that the mechanism of two realsolutions of the polynomial

equation merging, and both becoming unphysical (complex) is not available forz = 3.

Here the self-consistency equation is a quadratic, and fromphysical arguments, at least

one of the roots must be real. That a Bethe lattice may show non-generic behavior for

low coordination numbers has been noted earlier by Ananikyan et al. (1994) in their study
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of the Blume-Emery-Griffiths model on a Bethe lattice. Theseauthors observed that the

qualitative behavior forz < 6 is different from that forz � 6. To find out whether this

unusualz dependence of the hysteresis loop persists on regular lattices, we study it on the

regular lattices in two and three dimension, in the limit of low disorder. We find that for

asymmetrical distributions of random fields, there is a instability which is not present in

three coordinated lattices, and hence the hysteresis curveis continuous for such lattices.

The second point we want to emphasize is that here we find that the power-law tail in

the distribution function is accompanied by the first-orderjump in magnetization. Usu-

ally, one thinks of critical behavior and first-order transitions as mutually exclusive, as

first-order jump pre-empts a build-up of long-ranged correlations, and all correlations re-

main finite-ranged across a first-order transition. This is clearly not the case here. In fact,

the power-law tail in the avalanche distribution disappears, when the jump disappears. A

similar situation occurs in equilibrium statistical mechanics in the case of a Heisenberg

ferromagnet below the critical temperature. As the external field h is varied across zero,

the magnetization shows a jump discontinuity, but in addition has a cusp singularity for

small fieldsy. But in this case the power-law tail is seen onboth sides of the transition.

Note that for most values of disorder, and the external field,the avalanche distribution

is exponentially damped. We get robust power law tails in thedistribution, only if we

integrate the distribution over the hysteresis cycle across the magnetization jump. But, in

this case, the control parameterh is swept across a range of values, in particular across

a (non-equilibrium) phase transition point! In this sense,while no explicit fine-tuning

is involved in an experimental setup, this is not a self-organized critical system in the

usual sense of the word. Recently Pázmándi et al. (1999) have argued that the hysteretic

response of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model to externalfields at zero temperature shows

self-organized criticality for all values of the field. However, this seems to be because of

the presence of infinite-ranged interactions in that model.

In chapter 3, we discussed the behavior of avalanche distribution for various distribu-

tions of random fields. A general question concerns the behavior of the avalanches for

more general probability distributions. Clearly, ifp(hi) has a discrete part, it would give

rise to jumps inpi as a function ofh, and hence give rise to several jumps in the hysteresis

loop. These could preempt the cusp singularity mechanism which is responsible for theyBelowT, the magnetization goes as,m � sign(h) hm0 + Ajhj(d�2)=2i ; as h! 0; 2 < d < 4 (see Parisi 1988):
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power-law tails. If the distributionp(hi) is continuous, but multimodal, then it is possible

to have more than one first order jump in the magnetizationy. This is confirmed by ex-

plicit calculation in some simple cases. Ifp(hi) has power-law singularities, these would

also lead to power-law singularities inpi, and hence inP ?(h). Even for purely continuous

distributions, the merging of two roots as the magnetic fieldvaries need not always occur.

For example, it is easy to check that for the rectangular distribution, even forz � 4, we

do not get a power law tail for any value of�. The precise conditions necessary for the

occurrence of the power-law tail needs to be investigated further.

Finally, we would like to mention some other open questions.Our analysis relied heav-

ily on the fact that initial state was all spins down. Of course, we can start with other initial

conditions. For example, start with the equilibrium state at temperatureT0 and fieldh0, and

then quench to zero temperature. Our present treatment cannot be applied to these cases

as finite temperature brings about very nontrivial coorrelations between spins. It would be

interesting to set up self-consistent field equations for them. In case of minor loops also,

we have always started withh = �1 and then vary the field cyclically. Moreover, to

find the magnetization at some particular point of the hysteresis curve, we start with the

previous extremal field and change the field to the new value inone jump and then relax

the system. It would be useful to find out some dynamical relations by which system can

be evolved from any state by changing the field in infinitesimal steps.

Another extension would be to make the rate of field-sweep comparable to the single-

spin flip rate (still assuming zero temperature dynamics). This would mean some large

avalanches in different parts of the sample could be evolving simultaneously. Then one

could study the sweep-rate dependence of the hysteresis loops, and the frequency depen-

dence of the Barkhausen noise spectra. This is perhaps of some relevance in real experi-

mental data, and would also make contact with other treatments of Barkhausen noise that

focus on the domain wall motion.

Another case of some interest is other type of disorder e.g. the site-dilution case dis-

cussed by Tadić (1996). It seems plausible from the structural stability of the mechanism

which leads to the cusp singularity just before the jump-discontinuity in magnetization,

in our model, introduction of site dilution would not changethe qualitative behavior of

solutions.

We hope that many of these issues will be resolved in the next few years.yThis would happen ifP ?(h) as a function ofh shows a ‘double S’ curve. Then there must be at least4
values ofh for which the slope of the curve is infinite. This is possible only if the equation determiningP ?dis
[variant of Eq. (3.27)] is at least a quartic, hence only ifz � 6.



Appendix A

A.1 Avalanche distribution on a linear chain

For the case of a linear chain, the self-consistent equation, for the probabilityP ? [Eq. (2.9)]

is a linear equation, whose solution is,P ?(h) = p0[1� (p1 � p0)℄ : (A.1)

For h < 2J � �, p0 is zero, and henceP ?(h) is zero, and all the spin remain down

(region A in Fig. 3.2).

For h > 2J � �, and� < J , p1 is 1 wheneverp0 is nonzero. Then from Eq. A.1,P ?(h) becomes1. Thus, for� < J , we get a rectangular loop and the system changes

from all spins down to all spins up state in a single big avalanche.

For� > J , p1�p0 equalsJ=� and is independent ofh, in the range2J�� < h < �.

ThusP ?(h) is a linear function ofh in this range, increasing from0 to 1.

Defining � = 12  1 + h� � 2J� ! ; (A.2)

we obtain the expression forP ? asP ?(h) = 8>><>>: 0 for � < 0,�1�J=� for 0 � � � 1 � J=�,1 for � > 1� J=�.

(A.3)

Using Eq. (3.6), the expression forQ0 is,Q0 = (1 � p1)� (p2 � p1)P ?(h): (A.4)

The generating functionQ(x) obtained from the self-consistent equation [Eq. (3.9)] is,Q(x) = Q0 + xP ?(p2 � p1)1� x(p1 � p0) ; (A.5)
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and the generating functionG(xjh) given by Eq.( 3.12) becomes ,G(xjh) = xn[Q(x)℄2�(2J � h) + 2P ?[Q(x)℄�(�h) + P ?2�(�2J � h)o : (A.6)

Now if � > 2J , and��+ 2J < h < �� 2J (region B in Fig. 3.2),(p2 � p1) = (p1 � p0) = J=�;�(2J �mJ � h) = 12� for m = 0; 1; 2;
and P ? +Qo = 1 � J=�:

Thus Q(x) = 1� (J=�)1 � (J=�)x � P ?; (A.7)

and G(xjh) = x2� [P ? +Q(x)℄2 = x2� (1 � J=�)2(1 � xJ=�)2 : (A.8)

ExpandingG(xjh) in powers ofx, we get the probability distribution of avalanches in

region B given by Eq. (3.14) of sec. 3.2.1.

In the region C,p2 saturates to value1, �(�2J�h) becomes zero and(p2�p1) becomes(1 � J=�� �). Thus we get, Q0 = (1 � J=�� �)2(1 � J=�) : (A.9)

In terms ofP ? andQ0 we getQ(x) = Q0 + xP ?[1� 2(J=�)� �℄1� (J=�)x ; (A.10)

and G(xjh) = x2� n[P ? +Q(x)℄2 � P ?2o : (A.11)

ExpandingG(xjh) in powers ofx we get , in region CG1(h) = 12� h(P ? +Q0)2 � P ?2i ; (A.12)

and Gs(h) = [A01s+A02℄� J��s ; for s � 2: (A.13)

HereA2 andB2 have no dependence ons but are explicit functions ofhA01 = 12� " 1(J=�)(P ? +Q0)2 + 1(J=�)2  1 � 2J� � h�! (P ? +Q0)P ?+ 14(J=�)3  1 � 2J� � h�!2 P ?235 ;A02 = �1� 24 12(J=�)2  1 � 2J� � h�! (P ? +Q0)P ? + 14(J=�)3  1 � 2J� � h�!2 P ?235 :
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Integrating overh from�1 to1 we get the integrated avalanche distributionDs,Ds = Z 1�1Gs(h)dh; (A.14)

whereD1 = 1(1 � J=�)2 "1� 6� J��+ 14� J��2 � 463 � J��3 + 476 � J��4 � 95 � J��5# ;
(A.15)

and, for s � 2, Ds = (A2s+B2)� J��s ; (A.16)

with A2 = 130(J=�) "30 � 110� J��+ 135� J��2 � 54� J��3# ;B2 = 115(1 � J=�) "5� 10� J��+ 4� J��2# :
A.2 Avalanche distribution on a three coordinated Bethe

lattice

Forz = 3, the self-consistent equation. forP ?(h) [Eq. (2.9)] is a quadratic equation,[(p2 � p1)� (p1 � p0)℄P ?(h)2 + [2(p1 � p0)� 1℄P ?(h) + p0 = 0: (A.17)

For the rectangular distribution, the coefficient ofP ?2 is zero for a range ofh-values, andP ?(h) is still a piece wise linear function ofhP ?(h) = 8>><>>: 0 for � < 0,�1�2(J=�) for 0 � � � 1� 2(J=�),1 for � > 1� 2(J=�), (A.18)

where� is defined as, � = 12  1 + h� � 3J� ! : (A.19)

The self-consistent equation forQ(x) [Eq. (3.9)] becomes,x(p1 � p0) [Q(x)℄2 + [2xP ?(p2 � p1)� 1℄Q(x) + xP ?2(p3 � p2) +Q0 = 0; (A.20)

whereQ0 is obtained [Eq. (3.6)] asQ0 = (1� p1)� 2(p2 � p1)P ? + [(p2 � p1)� (p3 � p2)℄P ?2; (A.21)
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and the expression forG(xjh) [Eq. (3.12)] becomes,G(xjh) = xn[Q(x)℄3�(3J � h) + 3[Q(x)℄2P ?�(J � h)+3[Q(x)℄P ?2�(�J � h) + P ?3�(�3J � h)o : (A.22)

Now in the region B, (p3 � p2) = (p2 � p1) = (p1 � p0) = J=�;�(3J � 2mJ � h) = 12� for m = 0 to 3;
and P ? +Qo = 1 � J=�:

Solving Eq. (A.20) and choosing the root which is well behaved for x near0, we getQ(x) = 1 �q1 � 4(J=�)x(P ? +Q0)2(J=�)x � P ?; (A.23)

and the expression forG(xjh) [Eq. (A.22)] becomesG(xjh) = x2� [P ? +Q(x)℄3 : (A.24)

ExpandingG(x) in power series ofx, we obtain the Eq. (3.19) of sec. 3.2.2.

In the region C,p3 saturates to the value1, �(�3J � h) becomes zero and(p3 � p2) is

no longer independent ofh. Substituting the appropriate expressions, we find thatQ(x) = 1�q1� 4(J=�)x[(1� 3(J=�)� �) + (P ? +Q0)℄2(J=�)x � P ? ; (A.25)

and G(xjh) = x2� n[P ? +Q(x)℄3 � P ?3o : (A.26)

We note that the term inside the radical sign inQ(x), and also inG(xjh), is a simple

linear function ofx. It is thus straightforward to expand it in powers ofx using binomial

expansion. This gives us the Eq. (3.23) of sec. 3.2.2.
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